Introduction
Artificial lipid layers are considered biomimetic membranes owing to they are stable, robust and maintain good fluidity and lateral mobility [1] . The composition of biomimetic membranes is tuneable including the insertion of proteins, nanoparticles and other species within the membrane or at its surface [2, 3] . Biomimetic membranes have been used for several purposes such as biotechnological nanodevices [4, 5] , membrane structure characterization [6, 7] , study of the structure of membrane-associated proteins [8] , membranedrug interaction [9] [10] [11] and peptide-lipid interactions [12, 13] .
Dipalmitoylphosphatidylcholine (DPPC) is a phospholipid consisting of two saturated dipalmitoyl chains and a choline headgroup (Fig. 1a) . The headgroup is zwitterionic so it should be uncharged at neutral pH but it is slightly negative charged in solution due to the orientation of the headgroup around the headgroup|water interface [14] . Ubiquinone-10 (UQ) (Fig. 1b) act as a proton and electron transporter in the respiratory chain of the inner mitochondrial membranes [11, 15] . The system DPPC:UQ has been chosen to study the position of UQ mimicking the mitochondrial membrane based on the high phosphatidylcholine content on this membrane [16] . The position of UQ in natural membranes has been subject of study although obtaining contradictory results. Two main positions are described in the literature: "diving quinone" and "swimming quinone" [17] .
Diving quinone presents an inflexion point in the hydrocarbon tail of the UQ, which separates the UQ molecules in the head plus part of the tail (HPT) and the last part of the tail (LPT).
HPT is placed in parallel to the lipid chains, inserted between them whereas LPT is free to move. Dynamic simulations of the system [17] and the results of Aranda and GomezFernandez [18] suggest that the UQ headgroup is placed between the 3rd and the 6th carbon atom of the lipid chain counted from the carbonyl carbon. The position corresponding to diving quinone has been proposed using several biomimetic systems and techniques such as differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) [18, 19] , wide angle X-ray diffraction analysis [19] , difference infrared-spectroscopy [20] , fluorescence anisotropy [21] , fluorescence quenching [22] , NMR chemical shift-polarity correlation [23, 24] , linear dichroism [25] , surface-pressure isotherms [26, 27] , surface-enhanced infrared adsorption spectroscopy [28, 29] and voltammetric techniques [30] .
UQ in swimming position has free movement on the bilayer midplane, being its head buried less than 1 nm in the lipid chains of both leaflets of the bilayer [17] . The swimming position of UQ is more stable and confers higher lateral diffusion [31, 32] than the diving position, which is explained by the fact that the hydrophobic interactions between lipid chains are not disturbed by the presence of UQ besides the lower viscosity of the hydrocarbon tails in the midplain compared to the polar head region [33, 34] . The "swimming" position has been confirmed using several techniques like fluorescence quenching [35] , voltammetric techniques [30, 36] , performing surface-pressure isotherms [22, 26, 27] , nuclear magnetic resonance [22, [37] [38] [39] [40] [41] [42] , differential infrared spectroscopy [21] , DSC [18, 20, 43, 44] , neutron diffraction [45] , surface-enhanced infrared adsorption spectroscopy [28] and linear dicroism [25] .
The use of Langmuir and Langmuir-Blodgett (LB) techniques allows a higher control on the membrane physical state and structure compared with vesicle fusion technique [46, 47] . The physical states derived from the surface-pressure isotherms are confirmed by the zones with different height observed in AFM images, which confirms the presence of UQ in both physical states. Electrochemistry allows the study of the redox behaviour of UQ immobilized 5 on the DPPC matrix. The presence of redox peaks at different potential indicates that UQ is present in different environments that are correlated with different UQ positions in the membrane. Therefore, we enlighten the position of UQ in a biomimetic membrane of DPPC and the conditions that lead to each position, thus we can tune this position on demand being useful in biosensors applications and routed electron transfer. The present article complement our first study [30] 
Methods

Monolayer formation
Langmuir and Langmuir-Blodgett monolayer formation were carried on a trough (Nima Technology, Cambridge, UK) model 1232D1D2 equipped with two movable barriers as described in [48] . Briefly, the trough was cleaned twice with chloroform and once with MilliQ quality water previously to the subphase (MilliQ water) addition. Solutions of DPPC, UQ and DPPC:UQ were prepared using chloroform and spread at the air|liquid interface using a high precision Hamilton microsyringe. Barrier closing rates were fixed at 50 cm 
AFM characterization
AFM topographic images of LB films were acquired in air tapping mode using a Multimode AFM controlled by Nanoscope IV electronics (Veeco, Santa Barbara, CA) under ambient conditions. Triangular AFM probes with silicon nitride cantilevers and silicon tips were used (SNL-10, Bruker), which have a nominal spring constant ≈ 0.35 N·m -1
. Data obtained was processed using Nanoscope Analysis 1.4 software using the flatten filter, the section application and the bearing analysis for coverage area.
Electrochemical characterization
Voltammetric measurements were performed in a conventional three-electrode cell using an ) seems to represent a reorientation of the DPPC molecules, which implies the last stage of UQ molecules expulsion from the matrix. 
Phase rule
The collapse pressure is ≈ 53 mN·m
for all DPPC and DPPC:UQ mixtures. In a two component monolayer, if components are completely immiscible, a lower collapse pressure of one of the components will be observed [53] . Maintaining temperature and external pressure constant, the number of degrees of freedom F of the monolayer system is given by the Expression 2 [54] , where C B is the number of components in the bulk, C S is the number of components confined at the surface, P B is the number of bulk phases, and P S is the number of monolayer phases in equilibrium with each other.
9 F = C B + C S − P B − P S + 1 Expression 2
In our system, at the air|water interface, C B = 2 (air and water), C S = 2 (DPPC and UQ), and P B = 2 (gas and liquid), thus F = 3 − P S . According to our results, the collapse pressure is practically fixed, discarding experimental deviations, for pure DPPC and DPPC:UQ mixtures.
This indicates zero degrees of freedom and therefore, following the previous reasoning, P S = 3. Thus, at the collapse equilibrium of the mixtures isotherms coexist: DPPC (LC), DPPC (collapse) and expelled UQ.
Thermodynamic study
The ( Fig. 3a) correlate that DPPC and UQ form non-ideal mixtures indicating that the interactions between components are weaker than the interactions between single components [2] , thus facilitating the formation of enriched ) (
domains [48, 53] at high UQ content. ΔG mix vs. UQ molar content (Fig. 3b) presents negative values for ΔG mix at π ≤ 10 mN·m -1 indicating that mixed monolayers of DPPC:UQ are more stable than pure components [2] . At higher surface pressures, the mixed monolayer is not stable, which favours the UQ expulsion. The formation of non-ideal mixtures between DPPC and UQ at low surface pressure is anticipated based on the difference in the chain length between both molecules that favours the flip-flop movement of the UQ chain that protrudes DPPC molecules. Therefore, this movement disturbs the DPPC monolayer causing a molecular area increase [51, 55] . The simultaneous presence of two different physical states at each surface pressure for both the DPPC and DPPC:UQ systems indicates that both systems starts the LE to LC physical state transition at very low surface pressure. Pure DPPC system achieves the entire mica surface covered by the LC state at lower surface pressure than the DPPC:UQ systems (Fig. 5) , which is explained by the presence of UQ in the DPPC:UQ mixtures, which impedes sterically the packing of the DPPC molecules. The size of the LC domains is reduced when increasing the UQ content in the DPPC:UQ mixture (not shown), which indicates that part of the UQ content is in the LC domains. The conclusions obtained using AFM are similar to those obtained using fluorescence microscopy [55] .
Electrochemical behaviour
The electrochemical behaviour of the systems ITO-UQ and ITO-DPPC:UQ was studied in a previous article of our group [30] and the voltammograms are summarized in Fig. 6 . UQ is surface confined in both systems, presenting pure UQ the formal potential of process I (E f (I 0.00 ± 0.01 V) alone is observed in the DPPC:UQ 10:1 system owing to the process II is not present at low UQ content [30] .
The non-symmetrical peak shape, which has also been observed previously for similar systems [57, 58] , is explained by differences in the hydrophilic character of the redox couple UQ/UQH 2 . UQH 2 presents higher polarity than the oxidized form (UQ) presenting more attractive interactions by dipole-dipole or hydrogen bond between UQH 2 and DPPC headgroups. Moreover, the interactions UQH 2 -ITO, UQH 2 -UQH 2 and UQH 2 -water are also more favourable [26, 51, 57] . Second, the redox peaks separation (Fig. 7) for each process is larger than the expected for such systems. In addition, the separation for process I' is larger 14 than for process I indicating that process I' is even more irreversible than process I. Both processes increase their irreversibility as the scan rate is enhanced. A similar trend can be inferred for process II -only observed for the ITO-DPPC:UQ 5:1/electrolyte system (not shown) -and both are explained by the slow charge transfer rates at the ITOmonolayer|electrolyte interface [57] . In addition, the increase in the scan rate affects in a larger extent the oxidation peak potential than the reduction one (Fig. 7) , which produces that the midpoint potential for process I and I' has scan rate dependence, confirming the higher stability of the reduced form (UQH 2 ) in the polar region. Based on the results of the performed techniques, process II involves the UQ molecules that have been expelled from the DPPC matrix and are confined on top of the monolayer. Process I describes the behaviour of UQ molecules in direct contact with the ITO electrode. Finally, process I' presents a formal potential placed between that of processes I and II that permits assigning process I' to an intermediate position [30, 59] where the UQ head is buried near the DPPC molecules heads without contact to the substrate. At low initial UQ content, the swimming position is not favoured due to the fast ordering of the LE to LC state favours the diving position without ITO-UQ contact. The ITO-DPPC:UQ/electrolyte 5:1 presents an exceeding UQ content that at high surface pressures is not able to be placed in position I and I'. Thus, these exceeding molecules are expelled to the top of the monolayer where the hydrophilicity of the medium added to the hydrophobicity of the end part of the DPPC chains stabilize the swimming position [55] , avoiding the steric disturbing of being inserted between the DPPC chains.
UQ position in biomimetic membranes based on different lipids
This work concludes that the ordering process of pure DPPC molecules leads the DPPC:UQ monolayer ordering, thus expelling UQ molecules when the steric hindrances are high. Pure DPPC presents a moderated rate of phase change and induces to the DPPC:UQ systems a similar rate. Therefore, UQ is able to be present simultaneously in the three positions (diving with and without ITO-UQ contact, and swimming) and they can be tuned based on the transfer surface pressure and the initial UQ content. Conversely, UQ inserted in a biomimetic membrane of MGDG [3] presents maximum two positions. Pure MGDG presents a fast rate of phase transition and achieves solid-like structures with higher compactness. These properties are induced to MGDG:UQ systems leading MGDG to reject UQ both vertically -to 16 the top of the monolayer-and horizontally -to the fluid-like zones-, thus favouring the swimming position. Moreover, the UQ position is highly dependent on the lipid nature, the physical states that it presents upon compressing and the rate of the phase state change. In light of the results, the UQ position and the electron transfer direction can be anticipated by the physical states presented by the pure lipid and tuned on demand based on the lipid used for the monolayer and the initial UQ content.
Conclusions
DPPC monolayers present LE state before the phase transition to LC at π ≈ 6 mN·m The LB method permits a higher control of the UQ position compared to the vesicle preparation method. Therefore, the position of UQ in a lipid matrix may be anticipated by the physical states presented by pure lipid and tuned according to the initial UQ content and the surface pressure at which the LB film has been transferred, which favours the electron and proton transfer in the targeted direction.
